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Melanie Bayley recently completed her D.Phil. at the Faculty of English, University of Oxford. She
originally read Natural Sciences at Cambridge and then worked as a journalist, writing for Nature,
The Times and the BBC, before starting again at Kingston University where she studied English
literature. Her D.Phil. thesis examines the influence of mathematics on Victorian fiction. Recent
publications include two articles on Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and mathematics, one in
the New Scientist and one in The New York Times.
Aldo Brigaglia is Professor of ‘‘Matematiche Complementari’’ at the University of Palermo. His
current research interests are mainly in the history of the foundations of geometry, algebraic
geometry and algebra, above all in the Italian context. His publications include ‘The Italian
School of Algebraic Geometry and Abel’s legacy’ (with C. Ciliberto, C. Pedrini) in The Legacy of
Niels Henrik Abel, ed. O. Laudal, R. Piene (Springer, 2004), 295–348.
Simonetta Di Sieno is a Researcher of ‘‘Matematiche Complementari’’ at the University of Milan,
and a member of the Scientific Committee of ‘‘matematita’’, Interuniversity Research Centre for
the Communication and Informal Learning of Mathematics. Her main research in the history of
mathematics concerns Italian mathematics after the unification of Italy. Her publications include
‘Luigi Cremona e la formazione tecnica pre-universitaria nella seconda meta` dell’Ottocento’ in
Da Casati a Gentile. Momenti di storia dell’insegnamento secondario della matematica in Italia, ed.
L. Giacardi, Pubblicazioni del Centro Studi Enriques n. 6 (Agora` Publishing, 2006).
Hardy Grant is retired from the mathematics department of York University, Toronto. His teaching
specialty there was an undergraduate course (for non-majors) on the history and cultural
significance of mathematics, and his main scholarly interests still lie in that area, particularly in
the role of mathematics in ancient Greek culture.
Clemency Montelle is a member of the Department of Mathematics and Statistics at the University
of Canterbury in, New Zealand, where she teaches and researches primarily in the History and
Philosophy of Mathematics with a focus on the exact sciences in antiquity. Her consideration of
the mathematical achievements of early cultures is carried out by examination and analysis of
primary source material in Sanskrit, Arabic, Greek, Latin, and Cuneiform. Her first book,
Chasing Shadows: Mathematics, Astronomy, and the Early History of Eclipse Reckoning, is shortly
due to be published by Johns Hopkins University Press.
Marco Panza is research director at the CNRS (IHPST, Paris). He is a historian and philosopher of
mathematics, and has especially worked on early-modern mathematics and analytical mechanics.
His books include Newton et les origines de l’analyse: 1664–1666 (Blanchard, Paris, 2005).
James J. Tattersall is a professor of mathematics and special lecturer in education and natural
science at Providence College, Rhode Island. His research interests include mathematics at
Cambridge University as well as mathematical contributions to the Educational Times and to latedoi:10.1016/S0315-0860(10)00081-9
161 Notes on contributors / Historia Mathematica 38 (2011) 160–16119th-century American mathematics journals. His Elementary Number Theory in Nine Chapters, 2nd
edition, (Morikita Shuppan, Tokyo, 2008) was translated into Japanese by Tako Komatsu. He is the
co-author, with Shawnee L. McMurran, of ‘‘Ramanujan’s first publication: A solution to a problem
in the Educational Times’’ in Ganita Bharata 30 (2008), pp. 115–121.
Yannis Thomaidis is a teacher of mathematics and school advisor in the Regional Administration of
Education in Central Macedonia (Thessaloniki, Greece). His research interests include the history of
mathematics, especially the work of Diophantos, and the relations between the history and the
teaching of mathematics. He has recently published (with C. Tzanakis) ‘‘The Notion of Historical
Parallelism’ Revisited: Historical Evolution and Students’ Conception of the Order Relation on
the Number Line’’ (Educational Studies in Mathematics 66 (2007), 165–183) and the Mathematics
and Examinations (Ziti Editions, 2009, in Greek).
Jia-Ming Ying (英家銘) is a PhD candidate of the Department of Mathematics, National Taiwan
Normal University, and also a former Li Foundation Fellow in the Needham Research Institute,
Cambridge. His main scholarly interest is in Chinese and Korean mathematics, and he is
currently working on a PhD thesis about the Western influence on Korean mathematics in the
18th and 19th centuries.
